
GOTENNA PARTNERSHIP

Tough Stump Technologies has partnered with goTenna to offer a flexible and secure communications  
network providing increased situational awareness.

goTenna Pro
goTenna Pro is a TS encryption capable military-grade tactical mesh networking digital radio that works with 
smartphones, allowing them to communicate directly without any central infrastructure over several miles 
across various terrains. The radio is simple and easy to use, and is fully compatible and interoperable with iOS, 
Android, Mac and PC. It also offers secured situational awareness and open SDK/API for integration into other 
applications such as (ATAK) Android Tactical Assault Kit.
Key Features: 

■ Send & receive text messages and GPS coordinates

■ Private encrypted 1-to-1 messaging 

■ Private encrypted group messaging

■ Public broadcasts & emergency channel

■ Confirmation of message delivery

■ Highly detailed topographic offline mapping

■ Contextualize locations shared by others

■ Create and share pins for important locations

■ Automated sensor-based emergency beaconing 

■ End-to-end PKI encryption (384-bit elliptic curve – TS level)  

goTenna Professional Deployment Kit
The goTenna Deployment Kit is your full tactical network-in-a-box solution. Deploy apps offline, host tactical 
servers, transport, charge, and maintain 30 goTenna Pro units - all in a form factor which can 
be transported by a single person and easily fit in a commercial overhead compartment. 

During long-term storage, the Deployment Kit can be left in a warehouse or office connected 
to a normal power plug and WiFi. Using this power and connectivity synced with the goTenna 
Pro Management Portal, all firmware and app updates will be automatically kept up to date, 
enabling operators to just grab a kit and go with full confidence that they can operate goTen-
na Pro units in the field, as well as setup new users in the field who may not have acquired 
the goTenna app before going off-grid. For users that need an app in the field, they need only 
to connect to a WiFi hotspot created by the Kit which will enable them to select and install 
any iOS or Android app they like within 2 clicks using their regular mobile browser.
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goTenna Pro is a military-grade tactical mesh networking digital radio that works with smartphones, allowing 
them to communicate directly without any central infrastructure over several miles across various terrains.

-Full mesh networking protocol

-5-watt variable output power (500mW, 1W, 2W, 5W) 

-Receive sensitivity: -124dB

-Tunable VHF/UHF radio                                                                                            
 VHF coverage= 142-175 MHz    
 UHF coverage= 445-480 MHz

-SMA antenna connector

-Rechargeable battery (60 hours / 1,700-17,000 messages) 

-Micro-USB charging / data port & Bluetooth 4.2 

-MILSPEC / IP68

-Intrinsically safe (Type 2)

-Size: 5.3 in. X 1 in. X 0.7 in. / Weight: 2.75 ounces

-Send & receive text messages and GPS coordinates   
 Private encrypted 1-to-1 messaging   
 Private encrypted group messaging   
 Public broadcasts & emergency channel

-Confirmation of message delivery

-Highly detailed topographic offline mapping 

-Contextualize locations shared by others

-Create and share pins for important locations

-Automated sensor-based emergency beaconing 

-End-to-end PKI encryption (384-bit elliptic curve - TS level)
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$499 per unit, Available Early 2017

HARDWARE

-IP network “relay-in” capabilities

-Native ability to import external data sources

-Enterprise frequency management platform

-Fully compatible and interoperable with iOS, Android, Mac, 
and PC

-Open SDK/API for integration into other applications

Other Features

Simple and Easy to Use

Secured Situational Awareness

7.5 in. length
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